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Jose and her Brother Innovis 4000 machine never stop! Together they 

have just finished this fun mini-quilt from a recent Anita Goodesign re-

lease. We love the way Jose matches her fabrics and this Afican Safari 

quilt has all the right ingredients to pull-off the desired look. 

Each block is like a miniature work of art, in fact they are more arty than life-like which is 

perfect for creating a modern look to a wall hanging, even in a minimalist environment. 

 

And as with most Anita Goodesign embroideries they are appliqué stitch-outs which mean 

they are quick to create, easy to do and can have a completely different look just by changing 

the fabrics used. 



While Jose was creating her quilt Kirsty stitched 

off this zebra design because she really liked the 

idea of incorporating some hessian fabric she had 

in her stash. She used a piece of white fabric for 

the zebra body and the black is finally stitched 

onto the white as part of the embroidery design to 

complete the look. 

When you look at Jose’s zebra it’s completely dif-

ferent. She just happened to have a piece of black 

and white striped fabric that looked amazing 

therefore she didn’t need to stitch the black em-

broidered parts saving time and giving a unique 

finish. Below is a little more detail from the quilt. 

For all her embroidery designs Jose uses Floriani em-

broidery threads and stabilisers ensuring a consistently 

high quality throughout. 

 

All techniques used to create this quilt are included in 

tutorials with the designs in the African Safari Quilt col-

lection which is part of the Anita Goodesign Mix and 

Match Quilting series. The CD rom includes formats for 

practically all manufacturers’ machines. 
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